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Project Update
With summer in the rear-view mirror, crews are continuing to 
make incredible progress on construction of the new Pierre-
Fort Pierre Bridge. On Sept. 20, 2022, crews placed the 
reinforcing steel into the cap formwork at bent seven. On 
Sept. 27, 2022, workers placed concrete for the bent seven 
cap, which is on the bent closest to the Pierre side. To date, 
one of six caps for the new bridge has been completed on the 
Fort Pierre side at bent two. Next, crews will place concrete for 
the two capitals at bent six and the lower columns at bent five. 
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Morris, Inc. has continued to grade and excavate behind the 
Pierre-side abutment in preparation for the mechanically 
stabilizing earth (MSE) retaining walls. Once this work has been 
completed, Linhart Construction Inc. will bring in the pre-cast 
panels to construct the MSE anticipated to begin mid to late 
October. Work will also shift this fall to the Fort Pierre side as 
crews begin driving pile for the west abutment of the bridge. 
Additional work on the horizon includes crews beginning to 
bring in the steel bridge girders to support the bridge deck.  

Placing reinforcing steel for bent seven cap on Sept. 20, 2022 Concrete placing for bent seven cap on Sept. 27, 2022



Construction site looking toward Fort Pierre on Sept. 20, 2022

Pierre-side abutment on Sept. 14, 2022Cap form placement at bent seven on Sept. 14, 2022

Pierre-Side Abutment Dirt Work

Backfilling and grading for the embankment of the Pierre-side abutment on Sept. 27, 2022

Bridge Worksite Aerial Photos

Construction site looking toward Pierre on Sept. 20, 2022


